ShowMe+
B2B portals and Application
Development for real-time,
browser based
bi-directional transactions

Built on ShowMe technology and
using the ‘drag-and-drop’ design
studio, ShowMe+ provides an allin-one platform for mobile, web,
GUI, and application development

ShowMe+ enables bi-directional transactional
processing to and from a web browser and your
IBM i database(s).
.
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Deploy interactive business portals
Create a web based store front for your
business
Design new GUI applications over your
legacy green screen programs
Build applications anywhere! The drag and
drop design studio is browser based
Quick to deploy - one template for multiple
portals
Modernise 5205 sessions with web based
interface

“

Wish ShowMe+ as the backbone of our
application development, the opportunity for our
IBM i enterprise applications has expanded
considerably. We’ve removed the shackles of
green screen and now, we’ve solutions such as
real-time barcoding solution within our
warehouse and a full-scale, multi-faceted B2B
web shop for our customer.
Adrian Lawson | MIS Manager | Simon Jersey.

Create browser based GUI’s, build business portals –
quickly and without any programming…
ShowMe+ provides an IBM i development platform for your IT
department without the need to program RPG. Using simple business
definitions with a drag and drop design studio, you can build GUI
applications with ease.

Create
compelling
GUIs

Reports at a
touch of a
button

Advanced
security and
encryption

One
Enterprise
License

Browser
based
deployment

Revolutionise the way you develop
applications. ShowMe+ provides the
technology to build compelling
browser based GUIs that can span
multiple devices

Using the latest in internet and browser technologies,
ShowMe+ is as develop once, deploy anywhere solution
to enable you to bring state-of-the-art applications for
multiple devices, quickly.
Create and deploy secure business portals for your
clients, partners and suppliers to have access and act on
information prevalent to them. ShowMe+ provides bestin-class presentation of data with log-in dependent
display environment.
ShowMe+ provides the best way for your stakeholders to
view your data. From multiple graphing options to the
ability to pivot, compare, contrast and export results,
ShowMe provides the intelligent way to analyse data.
Deployed through a browser, ShowMe+ allows users to
view their data on whatever device they’d like.
Dashboards can be developed for all form factors, from
desktop PC to mobile devices.

Export reports with a touch of a button into Microsoft
Excel. Speadsheets can be automatically formatted so on
opening, the data can be presented with pivots, charts,
tables and graphs.
Security is built into ShowMe+. Use your one secure sign
on for all your applications and advanced filtering means
that you’ll only have access to the data you require.
ShowMe+ makes use of your Active Directory signatures.
ShowMe+ enjoys its own built-in drag-and-drop design
studio that allows you add you own graphics and
corporate identity to build your own web pages, portals
and dashboards WITHOUT any HTML knowledge.
We don’t leave the green screen user in the dark,
ShowMe allows you to deploy intelligence to users who
demand their results be delivered via a 5250 session.
Only one single Enterprise license is required for ALL
applications developed in ShowMe+ (note, check for ERP
licensing restrictions). Deployed over a browser, this
means that ALL stakeholders can use the applications
they need on a device of choice when needed.
ShowMe+ provides the best of both worlds for both
programmers and non-programmers alike. Using the
drag-and-drop design studio means ZERO coding
required. If you are a coder, you can hook in your
programs to the GUI applications. There is no need to
have access to, or change the source code.

ShowMe+ uses browser technology to deploy your portal
or graphic user interface. No need to install PC Client
software, applets or ActiveX controls.
Eliminate maintenance and software support. Build your
own bespoke applications and remove the need to pay
maintenance for software you no longer need.

“

ShowMe+ provides a best-in-class enterprise
experience while retaining our time-tested
functionality of our IBM i applications. Using the
ShowMe Design Studio provided a what-you-see-iswhat-you-get gateway to building great browser
based GUIs. Its drag and drop functionality not only
made the task easy and quick but simultaneously
allowed us to use our own corporate identity.
Jim Stien | IT Manager

ShowMe’s rich functionality enables
users to perform find what the data
they need, where, when and how
they want it.

Learn about more IBM i solutions from
the Utilities 400 enterprise suite.

Utilities 400 specialise in developing and delivering
high quality applications for users of the IBM i
platform anywhere in the world.
ShowMe+ is just one of the many solutions within
their enterprise solution suite.

For more information on our integration, intelligence
and application development solutions, please
contact our partner network or Utilities 400 direct.

Utilities 400 [Head Office]
Churchgate House, Churchgate
Bolton, Lancashire,
United Kingdom BL1 1HS
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+44 (0) 1204 388 883
info@uti400.com
support@uti400.com
@Utilities400
www.utilities400.com

